
During outdoor play this morning Nathaniel and Hanson did some gardening with Miss Briohny. Using a 

pen we made a hole in the soil in the planter before picking up the seeds and dropping them into the 

holes. Once we had put all the seeds into the holes we used our fingers to brush the soil over the holes. 

We also enjoyed outdoor play before lunch today. Marwin and Hanson enjoyed playing in the sandpit. Us-

ing one of the small shovel Marwin filled up one of the dump trucks and moved the sand around the sand-

pit while Hanson used one of the big shovels to fill a bucket. Samik and Yoonu also spent some time riding 

the bikes. As Samik was having trouble reaching the peddles and the floor, Nathaniel helped him by push-

ing the bike around the yard. What amazing team work and helpfulness.  



Samik and Xin Yan finished working on their Mother’s Day craft this morning. 

Using one of the paint brushes they covered their present with glue before 

sticking on some beautiful rhinestones.  

While working with the rhinestones they used their fine motor skills to grasp 

them between their fingers before pressing them onto the present.  

Hanson, Xin Yan, Samik, Nathaniel and Violet joined Miss Taylor at the table to 

participate in the Mother’s Day Matching activity. Looking at the cards around the 

table they used their recognition skills to identify the cards that looked the same. 

Once they had identified the cards they picked them up and matched them to-

gether. Hanson did a great job matching the cards and was able to do so with out 

any assistance. Miss Taylor worked with the children and talked about the differ-

ent pictures on the cards and assisted the children in matching them together. 



The children had a busy morning this morning playing with the sensory blocks. Yoonu and 

Xin Yan looked at each other through the different coloured blocks. Samik also selected 

one of the mirrored blocks and looked at his reflection through the mirror. Hanson and 

Violet demonstrated their imagination as they used the blocks and pretended they were 

phones. Hanson was talking to mummy, while Violet was talking to mummy and daddy at 

the same time. Violet and Nathaniel also used the blocks to create a couple of towers. 

They used their problem solving skills in the form of trial and error to stack the blocks on 

top of each other so they wouldn't fall over.  



We would like to wish a very Happy 

Mother’s day to the mums in the 

Stingray room and we hope you all 

have a lovely day on Sunday.  



LEARNING OUTCOMES ACHIEVED: LO1, LO1.1, LO1.4, 

LO2, LO2.1, LO2.4, LO3, LO3.1, LO3.2, LO4, LO4.1, 

LO4.4, LO5, LO5.1, LO5.2 

We had an indoor outdoor day today with the children enjoying out-

door play before lunch. During outdoor play we planted our bean 

seeds into the planter. Miss Taylor and Miss Briohny were super 

proud of Samik today as he fed him self his whole vegetarian sub.  





Stringray 
Staff Name BRIOHNY TAYLOR   

Shift 7.15-3.45 9.00-5.00   

Date 07.05.2021 Rest Pause 10 mins 10 mins 10 mins 

Day Friday Lunch 
12.30-1.30 1.30-2.00   

CHILD'S NAME Morning tea Lunch Afternoon Tea Rest Time Clothing  

HANSON ALL ALL ALL 11.40- 2.00   

MARWIN ALL ALL HOME HOME   

YOONU ALL ALL ALL 11.40- 1.20   

NATHANIEL ALL ALL ALL 11.35- 2.00   

SAMIK MOST MOST SOME 12.45-1.25   

VIOLET ALL ALL ALL 12.35- 1.20   

XIN YAN MOST SOME ALL 11.50-1.25   

MIKAYLA LATE LATE ALL 12.45-2.20   

              

              

              

UV Rating    
Morning 
Tea   ROCKMELON AND PEAR 

Alternate lunch VEGITARIAN SUBS 

Lunch MEATBALL SUBS 
Afternoon 
tea    CUSTARD AND FRUIT SLICES 


